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- What are Steps of Preparing IIA IIA-CHALL-SGP Exam?
NEW QUESTION: 1
What are some advantages of using Integrity Virtual Machines
compared to other partitioning methodologies? (Select two)
A. VMs provide software fault tolerance.
B. VMs support Windows
C. VMs can be moved online between physical servers
D. VMs support Linux
E. VMs provide hardware fault tolerance
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://h20565.www2.hp.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_nac02018827 (See the Page
#10, Point #3).

NEW QUESTION: 2
True or false: You can add some metadata to images when
importing them from a camera into Bridge.
A. True
B. False

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following are the advantages of IT Resource
Management? Each correct answer represents a complete solution.
Choose all that apply.
A. It reduces the enterprise risks.
B. It provides customer organization to construct the Request
for Proposal (RFP).
C. It reduces the IT project complexity.
D. It develops the IT service quality and effectiveness.
Answer: A,C,D
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